GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA :: HYDERABAD

Cir. Memo. No. T2/4607/TSSM/2014
Dt:- 07/11/2016

Sub:- TECHNICAL EDUCATION – Mega Job Fair as Past 7th CII Global
      Summit on Skill Development 2016 – information - Reg.
Ref:- 1. Received from the Director & Head CII Telangana, Hyderabad,
     Dt: 04.11.2016.
     2. Lr. No: GPT/TPO/2016, the Principal, GPT, Masab Tank,
        Hyderabad, Dt: 05.11.2016.

      *****

      With reference 1st cited, the CII is organizing a Mega Job Fair as Part
      of the Global Skill Summit on 09th & 10th Nov’ 2016 to the Diploma passed
      out Students at Govt. Polytechnic, Masab Tank, Hyderabad.

      Vide reference 2nd cited, the Principal, GPT Masab Tank is permitted to
      make arrangement for conducting the above Job Fair with the help of CII.

      In this connection the All Principals are hereby informed to give vast
      propaganda and to see that all the passed out Diploma students shall attend
      the above Job Fair in individuals interest.

      Encl: As above

      Sd/- U.V.S.N. MURTHY
      DIRECTOR (I/c)

To
The All Principals of Govt. Polytechnics under control
of Department of Technical Education.
Copy to Secretary, SBTET, TS, Hyderabad,
Copy to RJD (TE), Hyderabad.
Copy to Stock File / Spare.

//F.B.O.//

SUPERINTENDENT
07/11/16
Dear Shri Murthy garu,

7th CII Global Summit on Skill Development 2016
Mega Job Fair at Govt. Polytechnic, Masab Tank

Greetings from CII

This is to inform you that CII is organizing a Mega Job Fair on 09th & 10th Nov.*2016 at Govt. Polytechnic Masab Tank, Hyderabad. CII is organizing the Job Fair as a part of the 7th CII Global Summit on Skill Development 2016, at Hotel Taj Krishna, Hyderabad. TASK is partnering CII for both the Summit and the Job Fair.

We are very happy to note that the Government of Telangana is giving high priority to employment and employability, both of which must be addressed together. In order to generate greater employment, the Government is encouraging industrialization through the highly impressive State Industrial Policy. However, in order to sustain the objectives of the Industrial policy, there is a need for an equally important State Skills policy, which is being planned by the State Government through the proposed Telangana State Skill Development Mission and in most probability this platform will be used to formally launch the Policy and the Mission. Organizing Job Fairs helps both the industries and the academic institutes bridge the employment gaps and helps in larger skill development initiatives.

In this regard, we are organizing the Mega Job Fair as part of the Global Skill Summit at Government Polytechnic, Masab Tank, Hyderabad. Sir, with your help we can reach out to larger audience of job seekers as well as job providers. We are expecting visits of International delegations, Senior Union and State Government Ministers & officials and the industries, to the Job Fair Venue.

Pramaan is partnering with CII as implementing partner to execute the Job Fair.

We formally invite you to be part of the prestigious event and look forward to your support and guidance.

Thanks & regards,

Yours Sincerely,

Merin Devassia

Mr. UVSN Murthy
Director (I/c)
Department of Technical Education
Govt. of Telangana
Hyderabad - 500001
Women
Graduates & Post Graduates
ITI & Polytechnic
10th, 12th Pass
Age 18 to 25 yrs

Jobs for

Mega Job Fair
9th & 10th November 2016, 9 AM to 5 PM

For Everyone

Prataman
GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

From
K. John Samuel, M.Tech
Principal (I/c)
Government Polytechnic,
Masab tank, Hyderabad.

To
The Director
Department of Technical Education
Nampally, Hyderabad

Lrno:- GPT/TPO/2016

Date:- 5.11.2016

Sir,
Sub:- Govt. Polytechnic, Masab tank, Hyderabad - Mega Job fair on 9th and 10th nov2016 by CII - Regarding
Ref:- 1. Email request dt:- 18.10.2016
2. Email request dt:- 4.11.2016

***

With reference to the above subject, I am to submit that the CII in association with TASK have approached this Institution to conduct mega job fair on 9th and 10th November 2016.

In this connection while accepting and confirming the firms request, I request the Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad to accord necessary permission to conduct the same at this Institution.

This is for favour of kind information and for necessary action.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]
Principal
Government Polytechnic
Masab tank, Hyderabad-A.P.- 50

NO: 872

[Stamp]